the collection

about us
Eden Memorials are a local family owned and run firm of monumental sculptors based in the north
east of England. With over 80 years collective experience in the memorial trade, our small team of
dedicated staff take great pride in the reputation we have gained for producing memorials of the
very highest quality at an affordable price.

the collection

Choosing a suitable memorial can be a very difficult task, we understand this and can offer as
much information and advice to help you through the process. We guarantee you the peace
of mind that you will be dealing with time served master craftsmen who will provide the skill,
knowledge and personal care both you and your loved ones deserve.

the collection
Our brochure contains just a small collection from our extensive range. Any of the memorials
shown can be altered to suit your requirements and can be produced in any size, shape or colour.
If nothing in the our brochure meets your requirements, our craftsmen can design individual,
unique stones, or alternatively we can provide memorials seen in any other companies brochure.
We have a large selection of memorials in our showroom, displaying a wide range of the many
different type and colours of granite and stone available. We also have a selection of catalogues
and brochures to view showing new designs from our ever expanding range.
No obligation home visits can also be arranged if required by appointment, please contact us for
further details.
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2 embossed carved cross in light
grey

3 oval top with lily in sea grey

4 square top etched flowers in
polished black

5 square top kneeling angel in
polished black

6 round edge with lilies in polished
black

7 embossed carved cross in light
grey granite

8 ogee top with roses in dark grey

9 small ogee top in light grey

Lawn memorials are designed to meet size regulations for ‘lawn sections’ in most cemeteries.
Most of these memorials come in two standard sizes: 30” high x 24” wide x 3” thick
								
34” high x 30” wide x 4” thick

lawn memorials

1 ogee top in polished black
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10 square top with church window
in black

11 barrel side lily in sea grey

12 round top in bahama blue

13 check shoulders with chamfer in
polished black

14 embossed carved cross in
polished black

15 gothic top ivy design in dark
grey

16 half ogee ‘edenfield’ in polished
black

17 check ogee with double angel
design in black

18 ogee moulded edge in dark
grey
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20 rose and heart design in cats
eye granite

21 ‘birkdale with carved rose’ in
ruby red

22 barrel side, splay base lake
scene in black

23 ‘the weeton’ in white marble

24 barrel side with dove design in
blue pearl granite

25 barrel side rose and heart design
in aurora granite

26 chamfer edge our lord design in
polished black

27 extended splay base in bahama
blue granite

eden memorials

...where memories are set in stone

lawn memorials

19 ‘the birkdale’ in polished black
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28 half ogee praying hands in
polished black

29 oval top extended base in
polished black

30 lily design and splay base in
bahama blue

31 ‘the eyeston’ in butterfly blue
granite

32 ‘the carlton’ in light grey

33 ‘the carlton’ in black granite

34 extended base, 2 vases shown
on granite sub base in dark grey

35 deep carved roses in dark grey

36 ‘the birkdale’ with ext base and
vases in dark grey
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38 chamfer, splay base with bridge
design in black granite

39 ‘thirkleby’ in yorkshire stone

40 ’the normandy’ in polished
black

41 ‘the rossington’ in aurora granite

42 ‘the rosebury’ in polished black

43 ‘the classic’ in light grey granite

44 ‘the beeford’ in polished black
granite shown on light grey sub base

45 carved side in polished black
galaxy

eden memorials

...where memories are set in stone

lawn memorials

37 ‘the wave’ in aurora granite

larger lawn memorials
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46 book design in polished black

47 ‘the perry’ in polished black

48 ‘gates to heaven’ in polished
black

49 splay edge in bahama blue

50 ‘eternal love’ in polished black

51 ‘the temple’ in black and
emerald pearl

52 centre cross (optional) in
polished black

53 ‘the palace’ in black and
imperial white granite

54 double panel in polished black

These memorials are slightly larger than standard Lawn memorials but still comply to local authority
regulations.
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56 book with rose in light grey
granite

57 ‘over the bridge’ in black with
bronze ornament

58 ‘the classic book’ in polished
black

59 carved cross in bahama blue

60 ‘angel book’ in sea grey

61 ‘the cross’ in emerald green
granite

62 ogee with coloured rose and
gold book design in black

63 book with vases in bahama blue

A small selection of the many book and cross themed memorials we produce.
The open book is designed for two people, having an inscription on each page.

books and crosses

55 ogee with book design in south
african dark grey

hearts and angels
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64 ‘simple heart’ in polished black

65 ‘leaning angel’ in polished black

66 heart with carved roses in
bahama blue

67 heart with swan design in
polished black

68 ‘angel wings’ in bahama blue

69 ‘the hornsea’ in polished black

70 heart with side carved roses in
black

71 ‘the pattrington’ in bahama
blue

72 heart with kneeling angels in
bahama blue

A selection of the different styles of heart and angel memorials available, ever popular traditional
and modern designs.
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74 polished black granite

75 in dark grey with chamfered
kerbs

76 rustic memorial with polished
kerbs in light grey

77 in paradiso granite

78 Angels in polished black granite

79 kerbset in dark grey granite

80 heart with kerbs in black galaxy
granite

81 kerbset in blue pearl (shown with
granite sub base)

A kerb surround is designed to enclose a grave space. Any memorial can be incorporated into
a kerb set. Different size and shapes of kerbs are available along with a choice of granite covers,
glass or stone chippings, artificial grass, or you may simply require a soiled centre for planting.
PLEASE NOTE: Local authorities have varying regulations regarding sizes for kerb sets, our staff will be able to advise.

full size kerb sets

73 narrow kerbs in polished black

lawn size kerb sets
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82 chamfered memorial with lawn
kerbs in polished black

83 chamfered head and lawn
kerbs in polished black galaxy

84 heart and lawn kerbs in ruby red
granite

85 ogee with lawn kerbs in polished
black

86 ‘the perry’ with lawn kerbs in
polished black

87 oval top with lawn kerbs in dark
grey

88 chamferd edge memorial with
soft edge kerbs in black granite

89 rustic edge memorial and kerbs
in dark grey

90 barrel side rose memorial with
kerbs in dark grey granite

Certain sections in local cemeteries allow only lawn or ‘mini’ size kerb sets. Each authority has
different rules regarding sizes allowed. Any memorial can be incorporated into a lawn kerb set.
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92 unique design in slate

93 football memorial in white
granite

94 angel with cover in light grey

95 footballer in black (any team
can be chosen)

96 book column in sea grey granite

97 memorial with cover set on brick
effect sub base in bahama blue

98 double carved angel with
shaped cover in bahama blue

99 kerbset with seat

If none of the memorials seen in brochures meets your needs, you may wish to design something
more personal. This page shows a small selection of designs produced to be both unique and
different. We offer a free service where we can design and create ‘one off’ memorials.
Please ask a member of our staff for details.

something different

91 memorial with cover base in
light grey

children’s
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C1 rainbow star in polished black

C2 ‘frozen’ in polished black

C3 ‘giraffe’ small kerbset in black

C4 ‘balloons’ in polished black

C5 ‘ted’ in light grey

C6 ‘leaning ted’ in black

C7 ‘star ted’ in dark grey

C8 ‘bentley ted’ in blue pearl
(can be coloured)

C9 ‘bubble and squeak in dark
grey

These pages display a selection of children’s memorials. Our artists can design and create
beautiful, unique memorials which reflect a young life in the most personal and lasting way.
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C10 princess castle

C11 ‘minions’

C12 ‘unicorn’

C13 ‘football’

C14 ‘tumbling ted’

C15 boys castle

child’s drawing
C16 tinkerbell design

drawing reproduced into granite

C17 duck

children’s sandblast

Sandblast etchings can be added to personalise any
memorial, a favourite character, a loving toy, even
replicating a child’s drawing, we can reproduce almost
any image onto granite.
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T1 square vase

vases and tablets

T2 heart vase

T3 ‘smallhead’ vase

T4 ‘taylor’ vase with base

T5 double vase

T6 heart marker

T7 wide turned vase

T8 wedge tablet

T9 shaped book

T10 tile plaque

T11 desk tablet
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T13 large wedge tablet

T14 desk flat book

T15 chamfered tablet

T16 scroll wedge

T17 curved page book desk

T18 add on wedge

T19 book

T20 marble flower case

A vase or tablet can be a
simple marker for a grave
or can be added to existing
memorials or kerb sets
where there is no further
space for inscriptions.
Designs shown can be
supplied in any size or
colour.

T21 angel front vase

T22 vase and base

vases and tablets

T12 flat plaque

sandblast etchings
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sandblast etching 1

sandblast etching 2

sandblast etching 3

sandblast etching 4

sandblast etching 5

sandblast etching 6

sandblast etching 7

sandblast etching 8

sandblast etching 9

sandblast etching 10

sandblast etching 11

sandblast etching 12

Shown are a selection of beautiful hand etched sandblast designs.
A plain memorial can be transformed by adding a design, be it a loyal pet, a sport, a badge or
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sandblast etching 14

sandblast etching 15

sandblast etching 16

sandblast etching 17

sandblast etching 18

sandblast etching 19

sandblast etching 20

sandblast etching 21

sandblast etching 22

sandblast etching 23

sandblast etching 24

emblem or a favourite hobby or place, we can work from photographs or simply an idea you may
have to produce images which can make a memorial both personal and unique.

sandblast etchings

sandblast etching 13
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On this page are examples of some restoration work we have completed.
Outstanding results can be obtained by chemical or mechanical cleaning, restoring old and tired
looking memorials back to their original state.

after

before

before

after

renovations

before

before

before

after

after

after

before

after
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light grey

sea grey

south african dark grey

dark grey

paradiso

portland stone

white carrera marble

york stone

ruby red

balmoral red

cats eye

star galaxy

black granite

blue pearl

bahama blue

emerald pearl

imperial green

colour samples

aurora
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lettering
Whilst maintaining the traditional skills of the memorial trade, we are constantly looking to
embrace modern techniques and machinery to ensure we can continue to produce memorials
which will stand the test of time.
Choosing the right words can be a very difficult thing to do, our staff can help you with examples
of inscriptions and layouts, giving guidance on the different styles and colour of lettering to best
compliment your choice of memorial.
Once you have decided on your choice of inscription we can produce computerised scaled
images of how this will look on the memorial.

lettering and accessories

accessories
Shown below are examples of the large range of accessories we can supply to enhance any
memorial. Please ask for further details

angel kneeling

cross

lantern

sacred heart

hands

ceramic photo plaque

last supper

angel
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memorial head

16mm
stainless steel
dowels
memorial base
ground safety
anchor

pre-cast sub base
concrete
foundation

All of our memorials are fitted above and beyond the recommendations outlined in the
code of working practice for NAMM (National Association of Memorial Masons).
Fitting is without doubt the most important part of the process and each memorial
is assessed individually with regards to various factors including ground settlement,
weather conditions, etc.

We can also provide low cost ‘all risks’ insurance cover giving protection from vandalism,
weather damage or subsidence.

All our craftsmen are qualified to NVQ level in
memorial fixing and we are members of BRAMM,
(British Register of Accredited Memorial Masons).

installation and fixing

We fit all our memorials on solid concrete foundations and pre-cast sub bases. 16mm
stainless steel dowels fit the base and head piece together with a ground safety anchor
securing all the parts and preventing a memorial from ever falling over. So confident are
we in our fixing, we give a 30 year stability guarantee on our memorials.

Harle Peel Buildings, Hudson Street, South Shields, Tyne & Wear NE34 0AD

t: 0191 427 1149

m: 0792 191 4843

e: enquiries@eden-memorials.com

w: www.eden-memorials.com

